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Abstract

We present a dynamic bit-width adaptation scheme in

DCT applications for efficient trade-off between image

quality and computation energy. Based on sensitivity dif-

ferences of 64 DCT coefficients, various operand bit-widths

are used for different frequency components to reduce com-

putation energy in DCT operation. Numerical results show

that our DCT architecture can achieve power savings rang-

ing from 36 % to 75% compared to normal operation.

1 Background

VLSI implementation of digital signal processing algo-

rithms requires fixed-point arithmetic since floating point

arithmetic needs more area and power consumption. When

we determine the word length of a system, we should con-

sider the trade-off between system performance and imple-

mentation cost [1]. In order to satisfy the power consump-

tion, area constraint and system performance, accurate bit-

width selection is clearly required [2].

In this paper, we propose dynamic bit-width adaptation

scheme in DCT applications for efficiently trading off im-

age quality for computation energy. Figure 1 (a) shows an

example of 8 × 8 block of image data in spatial domain and

figure 1 (b) shows corresponding outputs of 2-D DCT that

are 8 × 8 block of 64 DCT coefficients. Since DCT has en-

ergy compaction property, signal energy of the DCT outputs

is concentrated on a few low frequency components while

most other frequency components are negligibly small. Fig-

ure 1 (c) also shows the output data after the quantization.

As shown in the figure, high frequency DCT coefficients

that we got from FDCT become even smaller after quanti-

zation operation.

Generally, we use same operand bit-widths for calcu-

lating both low frequency and high frequency DCT coef-

ficients. However, considering precision loss due to quanti-

zation and sensitivity difference between DCT coefficients,

arithmetic operations with maximum operand bit-width are
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Figure 1. (a) Normalized 8 × 8 block of image

data. (b) Output of Forward DCT. ( 64 DCT

coefficients ) (c) Output of quantization oper

ation.

not always required in DCT operation. In our approach,

smaller precision bit- widths are used for calculating high

frequency components and larger precision bit for low fre-

quency components. We can save computation power

for calculating perceptually less significant high frequency

DCT coefficients at the expense of slight image quality

degradation.

2 Low Power dynamic bit-width adaptation

in DCT

8 × 8 2-D DCT can be implemented with two 1-D DCT

units by the row-column decomposition method. In 8 × 1

row DCT, each column of the input data is computed and

the outputs are stored in the transformation memory. An-

other 8 × 1 column DCT is performed to yield desired 64

DCT coefficients. Initially, we used the data input bit-width

of the row DCT as 9 and that of the column DCT as 12.

To reduce the computation energy under image quality con-

straints, we reduce input bit-widths of arithmetic units for

the visually less sensitive high frequency coefficients. As

the operand bit-widths is reduced, the power consumed for

computing DCT also decrease with increasing image qual-

ity degradation. Based on the simulation with 20 differ-

ent color images, we propose three different image quality

/ computation energy trade-off cases are proposed. Figure
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Table 1. PSNR(dB)’s for 4 color images for

different tradeoff levels.

original level 1 level 2 level 3

lena 34.97 34.85 33.79 31.51

peppers 36.16 35.55 33.02 30.60

monarch 36.05 35.88 34.00 31.08

sail 34.40 34.15 32.75 30.02

2 shows the input bit-width of row and column DCT with 3

different trade-off levels. As it goes to the higher trade-off

levels, the input bit-width for calculating both row and col-

umn DCT is reduced from the less sensitive high frequency

components. Table 1 shows the PSNR’s of 4 images for

different trade-off levels.
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Figure 2. Input operant bitwidth in 2D DCT

operation for 3 tradeoff levels.

3 Low power reconfigurable DCT
The proposed image quality / power consumption trade

off approach was implemented using carry save adder trees.

Figure 3 shows the carry save adder for calculating Z1. Fig-

ure 3 (b) shows the inputs of the carry save adder tree in fig-

ure 3 (a). As an initial configuration, full precision bit-width

(9 bit) is used. In order to reduce DCT power consumption,

reduced input bit-width (6 bit, 4 bit) are used instead of 9 bit

by forcing LSB parts to zeroes. With the reduced precision

bit-width approaches, the corresponding adders, which are

shown as the colored part in figure 3 (b), are turned off.

Table 2 shows power consumption of the whole 2-D

DCT architecture at different trade-off levels. As the trade-

off level goes higher, we can achieve more power saving

in 2-D DCT operation with degradation of image quality.

Depending on the required amount of power saving, the

proposed scheme allows the selection of different bit-width

configuration in DCT architectures, thus achieving consid-

erable power consumption reduction at the cost of image

quality degradation.

4 Conclusion
We propose a low power reconfigurable DCT architec-

ture which is based on the image quality and computation
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Figure 3. (a) Balanced adder tree architecture

for calculating z1. (b) Inputs of the carry save

adder tree.

Table 2. Power consumption for different

tradeoff levels.

Normal Trade-off Trade-off Trade-off

operation level 1 level 2 level 3

power (mW) 94.05 60.54 37.70 23.8

percentage 100% 64% 40% 25%

energy trade-off. The DCT architecture uses the dynamic

bit-width adaptation, where operand bit-widths are changed

according to the image quality and/or power consumption

requirements. Three trade-off levels are proposed and the

proposed DCT architecture can dynamically reconfigured

from one trade-off level to another. The idea presented in

this paper can assist in the design of DCT algorithm and its

implementation for low power applications.
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